OVERVIEW
EZ Ops software equips oil and gas operations teams to
focus on the top priorities for efficient production.

Operating efficiently
must get simpler
How do you decide what really
needs to get done as an operator
with so much information to sort
and so many systems to log into?
We found a way to use technology
to see the top priorities clearly.
Now we offer that software to others
seeking to operate most efficiently.

Easy-to-use software field teams prefer
Built by operators for operators, EZ Ops provides all of the capabilities
needed to operate by exception behind one login.
EZ Ops software is a one-stop information hub for field operations
management.
•

Streamline communication and reporting across field teams and
with head office.

•

Make it simple for field teams to identify and focus on the top
priorities.

•

Reduce costs, optimize production and achieve ESG compliance
goals, everyday.

VALUE FOR OPERATORS
Save time and get more done by guiding field
teams on top priority activities for the day.
Save time coordinating and tracking actions
across teams and with vendors.
Save hours eliminating duplicate data entry
and automating routine tasks.
Reduce drive time knowing all the actions to
take at a location in one visit.

Reduce OPEX costs by clearly seeing
the specific operations actions that will
save $2000 versus $20 and yield the most
production.
Proactively manage emissions and safety,
with streamlined, accurate reporting.
See what’s happening in an area, whole
region or across your operations.

CORE CAPABILITIES
You can start small with a few EZ Ops modules or adopt the system fully to gain max efficiency.

FIELD DATALOG & PRIORITY MANAGEMENT
See ranked operations priorities for the day including unscheduled, and one-off work orders. Gain clear communication
across teams to coordinate timely activity and see updates. Data entry matches your current processes, no duplication.

FIELD SCHEDULING & MAINTENANCE
Plan and manage maintenance, inspections, compliance activity, and pigging from one scheduling and reporting tool.
Reduce downtime, prevent issues, and coordinate activity efficiently with third party inspectors.

PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
Track production and consumption, and communicate the needs of the field for fluids management. Track and review
field level production and calculate production volumes for accounting purposes.

COMPLIANCE MANAGEMENT | EMISSIONS AND SAFETY
Streamline tracking and assignment of compliance management activities in the field. Ensure accurate and timely
reporting of incidents, giving head office visibility on progress and supporting timely resolution.

WHY CHOOSE EZ OPS?
EZ Ops saves our customers up to 15% of OPEX and equips them to achieve ambitious compliance goals.
We’re the right choice for producers that expect not just great technology, but responsive service and timely implementation. Our team is made
up of former and current operators who get your needs. Our know-how has helped us earn a 100% adoption track record in the field.

How can we help you?
Assess how our software can support your efficient operations.
info@ezops.ca I 1-877-219-0100
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